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Chapter 1: Introduction  

1.1 Background  

 In 2018, the Marvel Cinematic Universe released Infinity War (IW). Infinity War quickly rose to fame, not 

only due to its ambitious crossover between multiple films in the franchise but more so of its 

controversial antagonist: Thanos. Rather than stereotypical death and destruction, this peculiar antagonist 

wishes to “save” the universe from facing the same tragic fate his planet once had.  IW also portrays two 

different types of protagonists trying to do what they think is right, each with a clearly different mindset: 

Iron Man and Captain America. Their differences were first brought to light in the 2015 film, Captain 

America: Civil War (CA: CW), where the two friends were forced to take opposite sides due to their 

opposing ideals and morals. 

Script analyst Staton Rabin said in his 2017 study that heroes and villains have a symbiotic relationship. 

“They are in a constant ‘Kabuki dance’ of reaction and counter-reaction. One could not exist without the 

other. More importantly, one is really a reflection of the other. They are mirror images—but, more than 

that, they are really a part of each other. Often, the villain is the “dark side” of the hero—the part of 

himself he most fears and tries to suppress.” (Rabin 2017) 

In IW, both Thanos and Iron Man, although taking opposing sides, possess a similar ethical mindset; 

namely Utilitarianism. The degree of which they are willing to follow their own moral compass, however, 

varies dramatically. While Thanos is willing to commit mass genocide to solve the issue of 

overpopulation, Iron Man only wants to sacrifice their freedom. These opposing opinions showcase how 

Utilitarianism has a fatal flaw: when pushed to the extreme, the user possessing this mindset will overlook 

the minority for the majority. In a world where characters hold the future in their very palms, it is vital 

that the audience understands their rationale and moral compass.  



1.2 Rationale 

It is without question that conflict arises due to clashing mindsets or clashing values. While such minor 

conflicts can happen in our everyday lives, what if they were to be brought to an international level? The 

Marvel Cinematic Universe illustrates such issues through the characters Iron Man, Captain America and 

Thanos, in both CA: CW and IW In a world where heroes and villains exist, any decision made can cause 

detrimental impacts on society.  

As authors create fiction, their stories often mirror the real-life fears that plague society. (Feenburg, A, 

1995). While this may not be the exact scenario that happens in our society, it does mirror how important 

decision-makers such as the government can take actions that will have huge impacts on the way that we 

live our lives. For instance, we can see how political pressure can affect the characters in the MCU, such 

as in CA: CW. This clearly shows the link between this fictional world and ours. I decided to analyze the 

Marvel Cinematic Universe’s portrayal of ethics in relation to the characters as in this fictional world, 

creators have the ability to illustrate these theories into characters, bringing them to life; showcasing their 

strengths and flaws. 

The portrayal of ethics by the Marvel Cinematic Universe will betray what the screenwriters and directors 

ultimately wish to convey through these platforms. Therefore, this analysis will reveal the stance of the 

screenwriters on the concept of ethics, which will allow me to observe how pop-culture, in general, 

portray ethics. 

1.3 Research Questions 

In order to closely analyze the way morality is portrayed in the Marvel Cinematic Universe,  



How do superhero films CA: CW and IW portray morality in relation to the heroes and villains, Iron Man, 

Captain America, and Thanos respectively? 

Do the screenwriters have an opinion of which ethical mindset heroes should or should not encompass? 

1.4 Thesis Statement 

Utilitarianism seems to only be encouraged when alternatives are considered, such as when Iron Man 

explains his reasoning for the Accords, but is frown upon when human lives are involved, such as when 

Thanos explaining his reasons for genocide. Kantianism is encouraged in different situations but is mainly 

discouraged when the cost of following one’s ethical compass is too high and lives are at stake, such as 

when Captain America refuses to change his views on the Accords. Hence, in order for one to be a hero in 

the world of MCU, one must be able to strike a balance as ethics is a concept that is non-binary, and 

should not be thought of so rigidly. 

1.5 Significance of Research 
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Iron Man VS. Captain America; Give Me Liberty or Keep Me Safe, 

edited by Nicolas Michaud and Jessica Watkins 

Upon extensive research, I have found researches that have similar resemblances. One such example is 

this book that I have stated above. This book, like my research, analyzes the same two characters that I 

did; Iron Man and Captain America. Upon closer inspection, I have realized that their actions are only 

analyzed from a Kantian perspective. The actions of these two characters are only compared to the 

Categorical Imperatives and are only justified by Kantian Ethics. My paper uses both Utilitarianism and 

Categorical Imperatives to analyze their choices and thus investigate the portrayal of morality in relation 

to them. My paper will also analyze the weakness of theories used, thus providing deeper insight and a 

wider scope.  

It has been said that popular culture dulls the minds of the "common man", making them more passive 

and easier to control. (J. Chapman, 1853). By investigating the portrayal of ethics in pop-culture, I am in 

turn investigating how our society, or at least those in power, view ethics, and their opinions on which 

mindset should or should not be adopted.  



Pop-culture has also been used to convey multiple important issues, such as how J.K Rowling’s Harry 

Potter has been used to talk about homosexuality. Ethics is an issue that has been extensively discussed in 

the films made by the MCU. Through analyzing the portrayal of ethics in the Marvel Cinematic Universe 

in relation to the characters I have picked out, I am able to draw the link between this universe and our 

own, hence proving the significance of my research. 

1.6 Scope 

In this Research Paper, I will only be focusing on two films, Avengers: Infinity War and Captain America: 

Civil War. The reason for my choices is firstly due to the fact that the most obvious clash in ethics is made 

evident is CA: CW, where Captain America and Iron Man experience conflict due to them viewing the 

problem through different lenses, namely Kantian and Utilitarian. This conflict is heightened in IW where 

the new threat, Thanos, is Utilitarian too. These two films clearly illustrate the clash in ethics, and hence 

they will be the focus of my analysis. 

 

As previously mentioned, the characters Captain America, Iron Man and Thanos are the only ones that I 

will be analyzing, two heroes and one villain. They are chosen as they are considered the main characters 

in both films, and are the characters most strongly associated with Utilitarianism and Kantian Ethics, 

hence the distinct difference can be easily drawn out. 

Due to the fact that I am analyzing films,  dialogue, expressions, tone, actions and even visual cues must 

all be taken into account to truly investigate what the directors wish to portray at that certain scene.  

1.7 Limitations 

Firstly, it must be taken into account that I will only be focusing on two films, IW and CA: CW. In fact, 

the characters Iron Man and Captain America only appear for 18 minutes and 6.5 minutes respectively in 



IW. This poses a problem as I am unable to study the backstory or any other factors that might affect the 

ways these characters act and the decisions they make, or even factors influencing them to harbour a 

specific mindset.  

Secondly, it should be noted that this paper is assuming that each character only reflects a single ethical 

mindset, that Captain America is strictly Kantian, that Iron Man and Thanos are strictly Utilitarian. This is 

done so that the comparison between these characters and their mindsets are more easily drawn out and 

illustrated, and that there will be no complications in discussing the portrayal of morality in relation to the 

characters.  



Chapter 2: Literature Review 

In this Literature Review, the two ethical theories, Utilitarianism and Kantian Ethics, will be discussed, 

focusing on which actions they deem as morally justified, and why. The weaknesses of these theories are 

also discussed, factoring in how they will or will not affect the results of my research.  

2.1 Utilitarianism 

The concept of utilitarianism was founded by Jeremy Bentham. Essentially, utilitarianism is an ethical 

theory that determines right from wrong by focusing on outcomes. Bentham define Utilitarianism as “The 

philosophy of utilitarianism took for its ‘fundamental axion’, it is the greatest happiness of the greatest 

number that is the measure of right and wrong.” (Bentham 2008, p.393) This theory is classified under 

“consequentialism”; it focuses mainly on the outcomes, rather than the action itself. If the said outcome 

benefits the majority, then it is deemed as morally correct, hence justifying actions such as sacrificing 

oneself or even murder. 

Utilitarianism has since been “improved” and “evolved”. Like all theories, there have been multiple 

variations and interpretations based on the original concept, with Rule Utilitarianism being the most 

relevant to this research. Rule utilitarianism, distinct from act utilitarianism, does not evaluate individual 

acts according to the utility that they generate, but rather by whether they conform to general utility-

maximising rules. These rules are arrived act by evaluating, in the event that the rule was universalised, 

then at least as much good would be produced as by everyone's always conforming with any other set of 

rules. (Barnes 1971, pg. 57) At first glance, this theory would be the solution to all the questions as it 



composes of a set of rules that are deemed morally correct and a utilitarian aspect, essentially a 

combination of the two conflicting ethics.  

However, this theory will be impossible to apply in the face of a dilemma where one is either needed to 

make an exception to the rule or forsake the utilitarian aspect. For example, when one lies to protect a 

family, you have to either: break one of the rules, or forsake the utilitarian aspect where lying would 

produce the greatest good, hence rendering this theory anti-utilitarian, which is not useful in aiding my 

research, and thus I will not be using Rule Utilitarianism, but instead to just apply the most basic form of 

Utilitarianism. 

2.2 Kantian Deontological Ethics 

Kant’s theories of morality defined the rightness or wrongness of an action not based on its outcome, but 

whether it fulfils its duty. Kant believes that there is a supreme principle of morality, which he referred to 

as the Categorical Imperative. His theory follows closely along the lines of the first two formulas of the 

Categorical Imperative. 

The first formulation, The Formula of Universal Law, states that one must "Act only in accordance with 

that maxim, whereby you can, at the same time, will that it become a universal law." (Kant 1993, p.25). 

The second formulation, named The Formula of Humanity, states that one must only “Act in such a way 

that you always treat humanity, whether in your own person or in the person of any other, never simply as 

a means, but always at the same time as an end” (Kant 1993, p.30)  

In layman terms, the first law states that one can only perform an action if that action is still valid when 

universalized. For example, according to the first formula stealing is not allowed, as if the action of theft 

is universalized everyone would steal, leaving behind no private property and hence nothing left to be 

stolen, thus logically negating itself.  



What Kant wants to convey through the second formula is the value of humanity, is that it is foolish to 

treat humanity as a means to achieve an end. (Hill 1980, p.84-99) Therefore, the action of “sacrifice” is 

strictly prohibited as the person sacrificing himself is treating his own life as a means to achieve an end, 

to ultimately “save” something. Under this law, actions such as suicide are forbidden as he is treating his 

own humanity as a means to an end, his death 

With Iron Man and Thanos embodying Utilitarianism while Captain America embodies Kantian Ethics, 

through their portrayal I am able to observe the underlying theme and message portrayed by the creators 

of the MCU. 

2.2.1 Weaknesses 

Utilitarianism and Kantianism have been critiqued by scholars from the moment they were created, and 

even now we can still observe researches conducted aimed specifically at the weaknesses of these two 

theories. Each of them has their respective weaknesses, and they will be analyzed in this chapter to see if 

they would affect the results of my research.  

For Utilitarianism, its primary weakness would be that it could potentially require one to violate the 

standards of justice such as committing murder in order to result in the optimal outcome for the majority. 

The maximising and aggregative qualities of the theory mean that it is possible for minority interests to be 

sacrificed for the ‘greater good.’ (Smart & Williams, 1973). This following example cleverly illustrates 

this very major flaw,  “Suppose that Jones (cleaner) has suffered an accident in the transmitter room of a 

television station. Electrical equipment has fallen on his arm, and we cannot rescue him without turning 

off the transmitter for fifteen minutes. A World Cup match is in progress, watched by many people, and it 



will not be over for an hour. Jones’s injury will not get any worse if we wait, but his hand has been 

mashed and he is receiving extremely painful shocks. Should we rescue him now or wait until the match 

is over?” (Scanlon, 1998)  

The simple answer to this question, from a Utilitarian view, is not to save Jones until the match is over in 

order to produce the most amount of happiness in the majority, also known as the ‘Tyranny Of The 

Majority.’ This example also illustrates another issue; preventing something minor from a large group 

relieves more suffering than preventing something major from an individual. Following this train of 

thought, if a vast group of people is suffering from headaches, and a small group of people have, let's say, 

broken their arms, preventing those minor headaches relieves more suffering than the latter. We will then 

arrive at the conclusion that when given a choice, relieving a group of people of their headaches is more 

morally correct than saving a life, showing the lack of logic when applied to certain cases.  

For Kant’s theory, it is often argued that this theory objects even the slightest bit of immorality, one must 

not lie even if lying could save millions of lives. The concept of ‘white lies’ exists as lying is not 

necessarily always an “evil” action, in fact, all the actions may be committed for a greater cause. When 

looking at it this way, execution and death penalties are hence also banned by Kantian Ethics, which when 

really applied will enrage millions of people. If a murderer were to ask for your family’s location, Kant 

says that you are not allowed to lie for that action in itself violates the first Categorical Imperative, while 

from a utilitarian lens lying would certainly be the right thing to do. As expected, both theories have their 

respective weaknesses 

Therefore, when judging a character I must note that no hero is purely utilitarian or purely follows Kant’s 

Ethics. However, in this research, I have decided to assume that the three characters I am analyzing will 

only reflect one ethical theory each. Therefore, I will be overlooking the fact that they are only leaning in 

these certain areas for the sake of pure research. Despite this, I argue that the films are actually trying to 

draw out their flaws, and hence I will continue to apply them, keeping their weaknesses in mind. 



2.3 Marvel Cinematic Universe 

Due to the controversy surrounding both IW and CA: CW, many authors have taken to the Internet to 

express their own thoughts about this situation, and who they think is in the right. Award-winning 

journalist Dr J. V. Chamary evaluated and analysed the complex characterisation of Thanos and his 

mindset in his Forbes article, “Thanos explains that his homeworld of Titan faced similar problems, 

leading to a global catastrophe, which is why he feels compelled to 'save' the cosmos from the same fate 

[...]  If we imagine overpopulation as a disease, rather than fighting symptoms such as climate change, 

why not treat the underlying cause: people?” (Charmary, 2018)  

The character of Thanos is thus observed to be very complex, as he is in his own ways trying to save the 

universe rather than destroy it. His methods are, however, not justified by many ethical theories such as 

Kantianism as it violates both the first and second Categorical Imperative. Despite this, by purely 

focusing on utilitarianism this action of Thanos is actually justified for it produces the most amount of 

happiness for the most amount of people.  

From the words of Thanos himself, he considers what he does as an act of mercy. His past experience 

with overpopulation in Titan definitely contributed to this strong opinion on random genocide, so much so 

that he considers dying, as compared to living in an overpopulated world, as “mercy”. In retrospect, Iron 

Man also wishes to sacrifice the team’s freedom for the public’s safety. Therefore, it is safe to assume that 

the aspect of ethics is an evident theme in both of the films. 
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As for the research paper that I have found done on the Marvel Cinematic Universe, out of the entire 

study only Chapter 4 briefly mentions ethics. Although I was unable to gain access to this book directly, 

through various means of online research, I have found out that this chapter mainly focuses on 

cinematography and production value of films, rather than ethics portrayed by characters. Therefore, I 

believe that my project will be able to provide a fresh look at ethics in MCU, and will also further the 

understanding of these characters. This research will also help to reflect what the creators of the Marvel 

Cinematic Universe are trying to portray in terms of morality, hence showing the subliminal message 

hidden in pop-culture. 



Chapter 3: Methodology 

While watching the IW and CA: CW through both Utilitarian and Kantian lenses, I have picked out a 

number of scenes where the portrayal of morality are most evident in relation to the three characters that I 

have chosen to analyze. Out of the six scenes, I have chosen 2 in terms of Kantian Ethics, and two more 

for Utilitarian in CA: CW and IW. These scenes are the ones where the portrayal of ethics are the most 

evident. I cross-referred the audience’s views and thoughts on these scenes through various online 

platforms. Through the combination of cinematic tricks such as the angle of the camera and the use of 

music, colours and designs, the directors and screenwriters of the play can hence evoke a sense of 

sympathy and empathy from the viewers. The scenes which are successful in evoking this sense of 

sympathy are the ones that portray morality in a positive light, and the ones that evoke hatred and dislike 

portray morality in a negative light. With these research findings, I am hence able to reach a conclusion of 

what the screenwriters truly wish to portray morality. 



Chapter 4: Analysis and Discussion 

4.1.1 Utilitarianism in Civil War 

!  

Captain America: Civil War; Iron Man displaying his utilitarianism in his arguments against Captain 

America. (CW) 

In CA: CW,  the heroes face the issue of liberty proposed by the government, who wishes to be in control 

of them. On one hand, the pragmatist, Iron Man, sees the issue at hand and thinks along the lines of 

Bentham. He realizes that the public now has a certain fear towards heroes and that their own actions may 

even cause harm to innocent parties. Iron Man gave the example of Charles Spencer, a boy whose death 

was indirectly caused by them as a building collapsed during their fight took his life.  



Iron Man is often viewed as the leader or the founder of the team. However, he himself compared them to 

the “bad guys”. This juxtaposition showcases the intensity and severity this issue is to him, for him to 

even compare themselves to the ones they swore to fight against. Terms such as “need” showcases how 

absolute he is over this decision.  He views the new legislation as the best way to make ordinary civilians 

feel safe again and hence views the entire issue through a utilitarian lens, willing to sign away their 

freedom for the sake of the public; sacrificing the minority for the sake of the majority. 

Captain America, on the other hand, focuses on their own rights as superheroes to freedom to operate on 

their own based on their own free will to protect the public and to protect their own identities. He 

emphasizes the necessity of this to not only protect themselves but also the ones that they love. This 

mindset follows the second law of the Categorical Imperative, the Formula of Humanity, as Captain 

America does not tolerate the sacrifice of their own freedom; does not tolerate using humanity as a means 

to achieve an end. 

But what is it that makes us lean towards the egotistical and arrogant Iron Man, rather than the down-to-

earth and righteous Captain America? There are two types of empathy that directors can evoke from the 

audience, with the one in this scene being, “embodied empathy; this is the more visceral in-the-moment 

empathy you might feel when you see someone get punched in the guts.” (Miller, 2017) Through the 

clever use of Iron Man’s “headaches”, the audience sympathizes with him due to the pain he is feeling by 

making this decision. Paired with the solemn music, the sympathy evoked by  Iron Man is way more than 

Captain America. This is fairly interesting as through multiple cinematic tricks the directors almost 

forcefully push the viewers into agreeing with this Utilitarian view, hence showcasing how in this scene 

the directors and screenwriters portray Utilitarianism as a more justifiable and ethical choice over Kantian 

Ethics. 

4.1.2 Utilitarianism in Infinity War 
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Thanos explaining his reasoning to a very unmoved Doctor Strange (IW) 

Thanos’s Utilitarianism is portrayed in a negative light due to how his decision forsakes the lives of us, 

humans. During his confrontation with Doctor Strange, the Mad-Titan Thanos revealed his true purpose 

for gathering the stones: to solve an inevitable issue, overpopulation. Although we may view this as 

wrong, it is his own twisted way of saving the entire universe. Thanos was confronted by Doctor Strange 

and began recounting the details of his home planet, Titan, before its destruction. With the power of the 

Reality Stone, he conjured up an image of what Titan was before, with the screen dramatically being 

washed in a wave of red light as the once green and beautiful planet came into view. The camera then 

proceeds to zoom into his face as we watch the stoic giant break into a smile, remembering his home. 

Titan had rejected his proposal of eliminating half the population, and as the illusion fades we once again 

see the red and bare planet. This juxtaposition shows the damage overpopulation can cause, the green and 

vibrant of old Titan signifying life, while the red and bare planet signifies emptiness and death. 

Confronted with such a scenario, Thanos called what he was doing “mercy” as the people will die without 

facing the consequences of overpopulation. Furthermore, consider the tone of both these characters.  

Doctor Strange’s response was laced with sarcasm and criticism while Thanos sounds grave, talking from 

personal experience. This experience is crucial in what made him go on this quest to eliminate half of the 



population and is also what made his already utilitarian mindset be pushed to the extreme. His actions 

actually reveal the weakness of utilitarianism: is it really worth sacrificing the minority for the majority? 

He is actually forsaking the lives of the minority, but in turn benefitting more, which is justified morally 

by utilitarianism.  

In this scene, however, Utilitarianism is portrayed as the root of Thanos’s evil, the cause of his madness. 

This scene can be linked to the example I have previously stated that was created by Scanlon. When we 

compare this scene to the one of Tony Stark’s Utilitarianism, why is it that we find ourselves unable to 

sympathize with Thanos? He also wishes to sacrifice the minority for the majority, but why is it that he is 

now considered the “villain”?  What is different is in the way we view these scenes. In this particular 

scene, we are adopting a mindset that is similar to Doctor Strange’s. He rebuts whatever Thanos says 

almost immediately with a sarcastic response, calling his actions ‘murder’, which evidently has a negative 

connotation as compared to the word ‘mercy’. The short responses such as “genocide” and “Who wants to 

murder trillions” shows us that Doctor Strange refuses to even consider Thanos’s solution as a plan, as 

human lives are at stake. 

Like him, we are humans, who have yet to experience the destruction caused by overpopulation. Besides 

considering this, we have to also take note that as human beings, we are the ones who will be directly 

affected by the execution of his plan. 

 Thanos is committing genocide, which when juxtaposed to The Avengers merely losing their freedom to 

act showcases how extreme this is. It is here where we can observe the weakness of this theory. Morality 

is not just dependent on the consequences caused by our actions, but the action itself must also be 

evaluated. In conjunction with the inhumane look given to this character and the way he treats his own 

daughters, the creators effectively block out our ability to sympathize with him. Therefore, we can see 

that the screenwriters are also conveying to us that Utilitarianism, when pushed to the extreme, is not 

viable.  

4.2.1 Kantian Ethics in Infinity War 
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Captain America explaining to Vision that he will not allow anyone to sacrifice themselves (IW) 

This is Captain America’s iconic line in IW, “We don’t trade lives.” He said this in response to the idea of 

killing Vision, an ally, to prevent Thanos from obtaining the stone inside his forehead. Here, he is 

following the two formulations that make up the  Categorical Imperative, both of which states that one 

must not sacrifice themselves or other people. He uses the term ‘trade’ rather interestingly, suggesting that 

to him, no life is worth more than the other. This serves to only highlight his noble and selfless 

characteristics. 

Captain America has always been known for his morals and ethics, so obviously one should have 

expected when he wishes not to sacrifice Vision. There are two main arguments in his defence: He is 

unable to sacrifice Vision. The only one capable of destroying the Stone in Vision’s head would be Scarlet 

Witch, Vision’s lover, who had already expressed her reluctance towards doing so. Who is he to direct 

Scarlet Witch to kill her own boyfriend? This decision is not one that should be made by him. He actually 

proposed another solution, for them to move Vision to Wakanda, and safely remove the Stone from his 

head without killing him. Sure, this involves quite a lot of risks, but frankly, it is at that time the best 

solution that seemed to solve all of their problems.  

Furthermore, this line is followed immediately by Vision rebuttal, saying “70 years ago you’ve laid down 

your life to save how many millions of people, tell me how is this any different?” By using this argument 



against Captain America, not only does it highlight how noble he is, but this hypocrisy of his showcases 

how he puts the lives of others above his own. It should be noted that in all previous Captain America 

films Steve Rogers has been portrayed as a selfless hero who is always noble, hence one can only expect 

him to make this decision in this film. The other characters all seem to agree with Captain America, 

obviously not willing to sacrifice their comrade Vision. Therefore, it can be concluded that Captain 

America’s Kantian Ethics is portrayed in a positive light in this particular scene. 

4.2.2 Kantian Ethics in Civil War 
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Captain America’s rationale for not agreeing to the Sokovia Accords 



Captain America’s Kantian Ethics is perceived as rigid as he refuses to sacrifice a minor thing, their 

freedom, for the sake of the entire globe.  We can observe Captain America immediately rebutting Iron 

Man with his own rationale. This scene has sparked widespread debate online, with links drawing it to 

human rights and the purchase of guns in the United States. Yet, most people seem to side with Iron Man 

in this argument. Why would they side with an egoistical alcoholic over an admirable soldier?  

In this argument, we once again see the display of Kantian Ethics and Utilitarianism, with Captain 

America adopting the first and Iron Man taking on the latter. Tony’s sentimental speech about protecting 

the public is juxtaposed with Captain America’s weak and rather selfish arguments, saying “ Tony, 

someone dies on your watch, you don’t give up.” He associates signing the Accords as “giving up”, 

shutting down Tony’s argument completely, portraying him as a very arrogant and stubborn character. 

This was followed with James Rhodes comment of Captain America being “dangerously arrogant”, which 

only serves to highlight this aspect of Captain America, cutting off any sympathy or empathy the viewers 

had for him. Furthermore, when comparing Iron Man’s argument to his, it becomes clear that Iron Man is 

thinking logically and practically, while Captain America’s Kantian views come off as biased as he is 

thinking with his emotions.  

His selfishness to protect Bucky, though noble, puts the lives of many people at stake. Many could even 

say that he is willing to sacrifice his new friends for an old friend, which heightens his selfishness. The 

main argument against a similar issue, gun control, is that it is a slippery slope to the government banning 

guns completely. That is exactly the mindset that Captain America has: He does not want to see his 

friends, like Scarlet Witch or Bucky Barnes, at the hands of the government. He thinks that he can handle 

them better than the government. As good intentioned as he was, however, Captain America was not 

thinking logically. At the end of the day, people with such powers at their disposal, like the Hulk or 

Scarlet Witch, must be kept under control to ensure the safety of the public. Captain America is almost 

arguing that their freedom is more important than the lives of the public, which when you think about it is 

a truly selfish ulterior motive. 



When juxtaposing his decision to Iron Man’s action of shutting down his weapon manufacturing, it puts 

Iron Man at a moral high ground, while he himself is portrayed as a selfish and stubborn person. Literally, 

from the above image, we can observe Iron Man towering over Captain America, although Captain 

America is in reality much taller. Not to mention that none of the Avengers openly voiced out them being 

against this Accord other than Captain America, showing us that he is bold, and definitely not in a good 

way. These cinematic tricks allow the screenwriters to block our sense of sympathy and empathy towards 

the said character and hence portrays Kantian Ethics negatively in this particular scene 

Chapter 5: Conclusion 

From my above findings and research analysis, it is evident that both theories are very situational. The 

screenwriters portray morality as a concept that constantly fluctuates, as seen from how Utilitarianism and 

Kantian Ethics can only be applicable in certain situations. From the comparison between Iron Man and 

Thanos, we can also see the screenwriters portraying Utilitarianism as a theory that is definitely unreliable 

and unusable when pushed to the extreme. The same can also be said in the case of Kantian Ethics, based 

on the analysis of the two times Captain America acted based on this mindset. In Infinity War, it is widely 

accepted that not sacrificing Vision is a viable action, but that is not the case when he chooses not to sign 

the Sokovia Accords. These are two issues with the same basis but completely differing severity. 

Therefore, both of these theories are definitely unreliable in extreme cases, and one should keep in mind 

not to be stubborn when adopting these mindsets. 

Furthermore, in certain scenes, one form of ethical theory will triumph over the other. Thus, as much as 

these theories are sometimes portrayed in a negative light, they are clearly situational and have different 

effects in different situations or contexts. When applying Utilitarianism, one must take special care when 

considering what can be forsaken and what that will result in. When applying Kantian Ethics, one must 



not remain too stubborn and always consider taking actions that may be forbidden by the formulations. A 

balance must be made when lives are involved, as one may easily push a single theory to the extreme, 

resulting in a catastrophe. In order for one to make good decisions and be successful in the MCU, he must 

encompass a balance of both Utilitarianism and Kantian Ethics. He must also take into account the 

context of the situation and what the factors that are at play are, hence ethics cannot be thought of so 

rigidly, but should instead be aimed at applying a mixture of both. 
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